Abstract This work describes a simple approach to measure the displacement of a moving object in two directions simultaneously. The proposed approach is based on static close range photogrammetry with a single camera and the well-known collinearity equations. The proposed approach requires neither multi-camera synchronization nor mutual camera calibration. It requires no prior knowledge of the kinematic and kinetic data of the moving object. The proposed approach was used to evaluate predefined two-dimensional displacements of a moving object. The root mean square values of the differences between the predefined and evaluated displacements in the two directions are 0.11 and 0.02 mm.
Introduction
Increasing demand for fast, reliable and more accurate portable coordinate measurement systems have set photogrammetry among the most suitable measurement techniques for a wide range of applications. Photogrammetry is a very versatile and reliable 3-D measurement tool, which offers a unique set of capabilities. Close range photogrammetry started achieving successful technical and economical results in the mid 1980s [1] .
Photogrammetry encompasses methods of image measurement and interpretation enabling the derivation of the shape and location of an object from one or more photographs of that object [2] . One known advantage of photogrammetry is the possibility to monitor hundreds of detail points simultaneously without incurring any additional cost. Bosemann [3] classifies photogrammetric systems into four different groups: offline photogrammetry, online photogrammetry, scanning systems, and dedicated systems. In online photogrammetry, two or more high resolution digital cameras are mounted on tripods and their relative position is calculated using a calibration procedure. Points identified in the pictures are then calculated by ray intersection. Using this methodology the relative movements between the cameras and a part can be measured.
Luhmann et al. [2] explain that stereo vision systems require at least two synchronized cameras for image acquisition, each with known calibration values and predetermined orientation with respect to an established coordinate system. Pollefeys et al. [4] discuss in their work some of the limitations of an accurate photogrammetric measurement system. The authors state that the calibration procedures should be minimized, image acquisition simplified and simple low-cost acquisition systems used.
In the medical field numerous researchers have used stereo vision systems for biomedical examination. Burke et al. [5] evaluated human face alterations during surgical treatment. D'Apuzzo [6] developed a method to measure and track moving surfaces of human body parts from multi-image video sequences acquired simultaneously from three synchronized CCD cameras. Another technique based on stereo-imaging was developed by Nicolella et al. [7] to measure the microstructural strain field in cortical bone. Goellner et al. [8] studied the effect of low tensile forces on tooth displacement using a two stereo-camera photogrammetric technique.
Digital photogrammetric systems have also been used to overcome the limitations of conventional measurement tools in industrial applications. Tournas et al. [9] developed a photogrammetric system comprising of two CCD cameras to monitor the deformations of concrete elements. Ergun [10] developed a similar system to evaluate the deformations in a reinforced concrete slab using stereo matching. Dold and Peipe [11] examined the suitability of digital photogrammetric systems to track and analyze object motion. The authors compare the results obtained from the V-STARS photogrammetric system to those obtained from a 3-D laser tracker.
Many researchers developed systems based on prior knowledge of the object's motion model to analyze its displacement and velocity. Kasprzak [12] describes in his work a model based approach to moving object recognition in image sequences under egomotion. The author uses a single camera to track vehicles in traffic scenes. Schindler et al. [13] developed a similar system for detecting and tracking pedestrians using a stereo camera rig mounted on a moving camera platform. The position and orientation of the stereo rig is obtained through egomotion estimation. Ambrosio et al. [14] use a single camera and a biomechanical model to reconstruct human body motion.
Luhmann et al. [2] explain the use of high speed image sequences (cinematography) to describe the kinematics of a moving object. The authors point out that cinematography is limited to applications where the object movement is closely parallel to the image plane. Chitrakaran et al. [15] state that a good amount of effort, in previous researches, is focused on developing system theory-based algorithms to estimate and compensate for unknown object kinematics. However, these methods do not seem to identify the object's velocity if not much is known about the motion of the object.
In all photogrammetric applications, the accuracy of measurement depends on the geometric reliability of the camera and the feasibility to perform accurate coordinate measurements on digital images. Camera reliability is achieved by performing a robust camera calibration procedure to estimate the interior orientation parameters. In stereo vision systems the individual camera calibrations is followed by the calibration of the combination of the two cameras [16] [17] [18] .
One of the most important factors affecting the accuracy of measurements in photogrammetry is the number of camera views. In static-close-range photogrammetry one may increase the number of camera views by moving the camera and taking a number of images. In dynamic close-range photogrammetry of moving objects, the number of camera views is restricted to the number of physical cameras available [19] . Luhmann [20] emphasizes the importance of single camera solutions especially in applications confined to only one camera, e.g. due to restrictions in terms of costs, synchronization demands or spatial observation conditions.
In this paper a simple approach for the measurement of an object's movement in two directions simultaneously is proposed. The proposed approach uses a static close range photogrammetric technique with a single fixed camera and is based on the well-known collinearity equations. Before the object starts to move a number of images are taken with a single calibrated camera from several positions. The camera station corresponding to the last image taken is kept unchanged. The images taken from the different camera stations are used to evaluate the elements of exterior orientation using bundle adjustment. Once the elements of exterior orientation have been evaluated, images are taken from the fixed camera station while the object is moving. The proposed approach assumes that the object's motion is in two dimensions only. Therefore, measurement of the image coordinates corresponding to a specific point on the object can be utilized to evaluate its coordinates in object space by substitution in the collinearity equations. The proposed approach requires no pre-knowledge of the kinematic properties of the moving object since no dynamic model is used in the analysis.
Theoretical approach
The theoretical approach presented in this section is used to evaluate the displacement of a moving object in two directions using a single camera. The most fundamental and useful relationship in analytical photogrammetry is the collinearity condition, Fig. 1 . Eqs. (1) and (2) express the collinearity condition for any point on an image: the first equation for Figure 1 The collinearity condition.
the (x) image coordinate and the second for the (y) image coordinate [21] .
In Eqs. (1) and (2), x a and y a are the photo coordinates of an image point a with respect to the principal point; X A , Y A , and Z A are the object space coordinates of the point; X L , Y L , and Z L are the object space coordinates of the camera (exposure) station; f is the camera focal length; x o and y o are the coordinates of the principal point; and the m's are functions of the three rotation angles. The rotation angles are defined in terms of a right-handed coordinate system by three Euler angles Omega, Phi, and Kappa.
Evaluation of object displacement
In this paper the object's two dimensional displacements are evaluated using a number of images taken from a single fixed camera. Successive images are taken of the moving object and used to evaluate the corresponding object coordinates (X A ) and (Y A ) and therefore its displacements in both the (X) and (Y) directions. To evaluate the object's coordinates (X A ) and (Y A ) and taking correction for lens distortion errors into account, Eqs. (1) and (2) are rearranged in the form given in the following equations:
where;
In Eqs. (3) and (4), dx and dy are the symmetric radial lens distortion corrections and Dx and Dy are the decentering distortion corrections.
Eqs. (3) and (4) comprise a number of unknowns; the interior orientation parameters of the camera, the exterior orientation parameters of the camera station and the object space coordinates (Z A ). The interior orientation parameters which constitute of the coordinates of the principal point (x o , y o ), the camera focal length (f), the symmetric radial distortions (dx and dy) and the decentering distortions (Dx and Dy) are all obtained from the camera calibration.
Evaluation of the exterior orientation parameters
As opposed to the more common photogrammetric motion analyses systems, the approach used in this paper is based on static photogrammetry. The elements of exterior orientation of the camera station used to capture the moving object are evaluated before the object starts to move. In order to evaluate the six elements of exterior orientation, (x, u and j) and (X L , Y L and Z L ), a number of images are taken of the object while it is stationary. The elements of exterior orientation, for all camera stations, are evaluated using bundle adjustment [22] . The bundle adjustment procedure also yields the object space coordinates (X A , Y A and Z A ) of the object while it is stationary. If the object's motion is confined only to two directions in the X-Y plane then the object space coordinates (Z A ) will remain constant while the object is moving. It is most important that the camera station corresponding to the last taken image remains fixed. This last camera station will be used to capture successive images of the moving object. Once the elements of exterior orientation of the fixed camera station and the object space coordinates (Z A ) have been determined, Eqs. (3) and (4) can be used to evaluate the object's (X A ) and (Y A ) coordinates. Capturing an image of the moving object at a specific instance can therefore be used to evaluate its current location, in both the (X) and (Y) directions, by solving Eqs. (3) and (4) simultaneously.
Experimental work
In order to evaluate the validity of the theoretical approach presented in Section 2, the experimental procedure presented in this section is conducted. The aim of this procedure is to move an object with predefined incremental values in two directions. The known incremental displacement values are then compared to those obtained using the proposed approach.
The camera used in this work is the Canon EOS 5D digital Single-Lens Reflex (SLR) with a fixed 35 mm focal length lens. The effective number of pixels of the camera is 12.8 megapixels. The camera is calibrated using a single calibration grid.
Measurement set-up
A ToolMaker's Microscope by Carl Zeiss, shown in Fig. 2 , is used to provide the known displacement values. The instrument's table can be moved in two directions, (X) and (Y), using micrometers each having a resolution of 0.01 mm. The table's movement in both the (X) and (Y) directions is evaluated using the proposed approach.
Printed circular targets are used for accurate sub-pixel marking of various points. A total of nineteen targets are used. Eleven targets are located on stationary features, either on the ToolMaker itself or other non-moving parts. Eight targets are placed on the moving table. The eight moving targets are labeled M1-M8. The moving targets have different heights to show that the proposed method is capable of tracking the displacement of various points, having different (Z) coordinates, in the (X-Y) plane simultaneously. The circular targets diameter is initially estimated using an approximate method based on the amount of coverage of the object in the images. The estimated value is found to be 2 mm. In order to increase the accuracy of sub-pixel marking, the actual target diameter used is 8 mm. Care was taken as not to use an oversized target diameter in order to reduce measurement errors [23] .
Targets (M4 and M5) and (M2 and M3) are printed with two lines connecting their centers, (L1 and L2) respectively. The purpose of those lines is to match the (X) and (Y) movement directions of the ToolMaker with those defined in the collinearity equations. This is achieved in two steps, first L1 and L2 are respectively aligned with the table's (X) and (Y) movement directions using the ToolMaker's goniometer ocular. Second, lines L1 and L2 shall be used to define the (X) and (Y) coordinates of the collinearity equations. To scale the values obtained from bundle adjustment into real-world dimensions, the center-distance between targets (M4 and M5) is measured on a Universal Measuring Machine by Carl Zeiss and is found to be 60.085 mm.
Evaluation of the exterior orientation parameters
Images are taken from seven different positions around the instrument, Fig. 3 . The number of positions provides good coverage of the measured object and good angular separation. At each position two images are taken, one in landscape and the second in portrait. Each image has its own unique set of exterior orientation parameters and, therefore, presents a different camera station. Fourteen images, camera stations, are therefore used to evaluate the exterior orientation parameters. The image shown in Fig. 2 is the last one taken. The last camera station is kept fixed and is used to capture images of the moving table. All images taken from the fixed camera station have a fixed focusing distance and are more focused on the moving targets. Before moving the table all nineteen targets are used to evaluate the exterior orientation parameters. The software PhotoModeler Pro5 by EOS systems is used to yield the elements of exterior orientation.
Four groups of data, obtained from PhotoModeler, are used in the evaluation of the table movement. The first group includes the elements of exterior orientation of the fixed camera station. The second group constitutes the evaluated vertical (Z) coordinates of the marked targets (Z A ). The third group of data is the image coordinates of the marked targets. The Fourth group includes the targets marking residuals which will be used to assess the quality of targets marking. Photomodeler uses a bundle adjustment procedure to evaluate the four groups of data.
Evaluation of table movement
The (X) and (Y) micrometers are used to move the table with known displacement values. After each step movement an image is taken. The image coordinates of the moving targets obtained from PhotoModeler are used to evaluate the object space coordinates (X A and Y A ) using Eqs. (3) and (4) .
Evaluation of the table's movement may be performed based on the measurement of any of the eight moving targets. To better analyze the validity of the proposed approach, the motion of all eight moving targets is examined. Furthermore, the object space coordinates of three fixed targets (F1, F2 and F3) are evaluated. The purpose of evaluating the fixed targets coordinates is to examine the stability of the camera station between the various images.
Results and discussions
First an image is taken from the fixed camera station to evaluate the object space coordinates for the eleven targets (M1-M8) and (F1-F3) before the table is moved using Eqs. (3) and (4). The instrument's table is then moved in the (X) and (Y) directions. The table's displacements are performed in 10 mm increments in the X-direction and 5 mm increments in the Y-direction. After each incremental displacement an image is taken and the corresponding object space coordinates (X A ) and (Y A ) for all eleven targets are evaluated. Fig. 4 illustrates the difference between the nominal and evaluated displacement values at various nominal displacements for the moving target (M1) in both the (X) and (Y) directions. Fig. 4a shows that the differences between the nominal and evaluated X-displacement values (X Difference ) have a randomly distributed nature about the X-axis. However, the differences between the nominal and evaluated Y-displacement values (Y Difference ) have a clear linear trend; Fig. 4b . This latter observation was expected because the X-axis is defined as the primary (dominant) axis in the software Photomodeler. When the coordinate system is computed, by the software, the (X), (Y) and (Z) axes are not exactly 90°a
Displacement results
part. This is treated, in this paper, as a misalignment between the nominal Y-displacement direction (axis) and that computed by the software. The equation of a best-fitting line is obtained using linear regression. The slope of the best-fitting line corresponding to the displacement results of target (M1) is found to be 0.030. The same procedure is repeated for moving targets (M2-M8), Table 1 lists their corresponding best-fitting line slopes. The slope values listed in Table 1 have almost identical values with the exception of that corresponding to target (M8). The equation of the best fitting line, for each of the moving targets, is used to compensate for the misalignment error in the difference between the nominal and evaluated Y-displacement values (Y Difference ). Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between (X Difference ) and (X Nominal ) for all moving targets. For clarity purposes Fig. 5a illustrates the relationships for targets (M1-M4) while Fig. 5b illustrates those for targets (M5-M8) . The results obtained for all eight targets show almost identical trends with the exception of target (M8). Fig. 6 illustrates the relationship between (Y Difference ), after the correction for the misalignment error, and (Y Nominal ). Fig. 6a illustrates the relationships for targets (M1-M4) while Fig. 6b illustrates those for targets (M5-M8). The results obtained for all eight targets show almost identical trends. Once again with the exception of target (M8). Examining the location of target (M8) in Fig. 2 shows that moving the table in the X-direction brings target (M8) below the arbor of the ToolMaker's Microscope. The shadow of the arbor falling on target (M8) reduced the accuracy of target marking to a large extent. This explains why the results of only the first three X-displacements (Fig. 5b) and first four Y-displacements (Fig. 6b) are in good agreement with those of the other moving targets. The displacement results reported for target M8 show the need for a more homogeneous and consistent illumination method during the course of measurement.
Effect of target marking precision
In order to examine the effect of target marking precision on the obtained results, the root mean square (RMS) marking residuals are examined. Table 2 Fig. 7 and exactly equal values in Fig. 8 . It can therefore be concluded that the target RMS marking residual has a direct impact on the accuracy of the evaluated displacement values. Therefore, target (M2) is used to describe the most accurate results. Table 3 lists the maximum and the RMS values of the difference between the nominal and evaluated displacements, in the (X) and (Y) directions, for target (M2). The maximum Figure 4 Difference between nominal and evaluated displacement values for target M1. differences being recorded at nominal (X) and (Y) displacement values of 50 mm and 10 mm, respectively.
Comparison between displacement results in both directions
Clearly the maximum difference recorded in the X-direction is relatively larger than that recorded in the Y-direction. The same observation applies to all moving targets. This clearly points out that the accuracy of evaluation of (Y A ) is higher than that of (X A ). Eqs. (3) and (4) show that, for a specific image coordinate (x c , y c ), all variables used to evaluate (X A ) and (Y A ) are equal except for the (m) values in the numerator of both equations and the coordinates (X L and Y L ). The camera station coordinates, (X L ) and (Y L ), are both obtained during bundle adjustment and are not changed during the evaluation of the coordinates of the various points. Therefore, errors in (X L ) and (Y L ) should have a constant effect on all evaluated points. The second factor affecting the accuracy of evaluation of (X A ) and (Y A ) is the effect of the rotation angles (x, u and j). Examination of the direction of the Y-displacement in Fig. 2 reveals that it is more parallel to the horizontal direction of the image while that of the X-displacement is more parallel to its vertical direction. This can be also indicated by the value of angle (j) which was obtained from bundle adjustment and was found to be 37.355°. This was noticed while selecting the position for the last camera station; nevertheless, this orientation was used so that all targets can be viewed in the image frame.
To further investigate the accuracy of evaluation of (X A ) and (Y A ), the relationship between the object space coordinates and their corresponding image coordinates is examined. Eleven theoretically suggested points are used in the examination. One point is at the origin of the object space coordinate system (O), five points have variable (X A ) coordinates and five points have variable (Y A ) coordinates. The incremental change in both the (X A ) and (Y A ) coordinates is 10 mm and the (Z A ) coordinate for all suggested points is zero. The image coordinates (x a , y a ) and the distance from the principal point (r) for all eleven points are evaluated. Fig. 9 illustrates the relationship between each of the object space coordinate (X A and Y A ) and the corresponding distance from the image point to the principal point (r) in both the (X) and (Y) directions. The figure shows that the variation in (r) corresponding to a specific (Y A ) variation is larger than that corresponding to the same (X A ) variation. This indicates that, for a specific image coordinate measurement accuracy, the accuracy of evaluation of (Y A ) is higher than that of (X A ). It is expected that if angle (j) was closer to 45°then the accuracy of evaluation of (X A ) and (Y A ) will be more similar.
The displacement results for target (M2) in the (X) and (Y) directions, shown in Fig. 7 and 8 , are compared to each other in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 illustrates the values of (X Difference ), (Y Difference ) and the difference between them (X Difference À Y Difference ) for the seven nominal displacements in the X-direction and the seven nominal displacements in the Y-direction. Fig. 10 shows that although the values for (X Difference ) and (Y Difference ) follow very similar trends, the difference between them (X Difference À Y Difference ) is not constant. It can also be seen that values for (X Difference À Y Difference ) do not show a continuously increasing trend as may be suggested by the values illustrated in Fig. 9 . It can therefore be concluded that both the camera station coordinates (X L , Y L ) and rotation angles (x, u and j) have simultaneous effect on the accuracy of results obtained in the (X) and (Y) directions.
Effect of camera shake
If the camera was totally fixed during all image captures, then the evaluated fixed targets (F1, F2 and F3) displacements should be zero. Evaluated displacement values for the fixed targets therefore indicate an error in the in the X-direction (X Error ) and Y-direction (Y Error ). Table 2 shows that target (F1) has a relatively high RMS marking residual and therefore only targets (F2 and F3) are examined. It can therefore be concluded that the differences between the evaluated and nominal (X) and (Y) displacement values, (X Difference ) and (Y Difference ) respectively, are to a large extent caused by camera shake between the various image captures. Two-dimensional displacement measurement using static close range photogrammetry and a single fixed cameraThe (X Error ) and (Y Error ) values may therefore, be used to further enhance the accuracy of the obtained results by using them to correct their corresponding evaluated displacement values. This latter suggestion was not implemented because the RMS marking residuals of the fixed targets are relatively higher than those of the moving targets. In the present work, the camera was fixed using a commercial tripod. It is expected that more accurate results will be obtained by using a more robust fixation method. Furthermore, some deviation between the nominal and evaluated displacement values may be attributed to errors in the ToolMaker's microscope itself. The ToolMaker's micrometers were not calibrated to evaluate their inherent errors.
The results obtained show that the level of accuracy obtained is sufficient for a wide range of industrial applications. A much higher degree of accuracy can be achieved by adopting well known photogrammetry techniques. These include the use of a higher resolution camera, use of retro-reflective coded targets and taking more images of the object while it is stationary. Increasing the number of images taken while the object is stationary will increase the accuracy of the evaluated exterior orientation parameters. The accuracy of the evaluated interior orientation parameters of the camera may also be increased by performing a field calibration.
Conclusions
In this work a simple approach for measuring the displacement of a moving object in two directions simultaneously is presented. The proposed approach is based on static close range photogrammetry with a single camera and on the well-known collinearity equations. Predefined incremental displacements of a moving object in two perpendicular directions have been evaluated. The RMS values of the difference between the predefined and evaluated displacements, in the two directions, are 0.11 and 0.02 mm. Displacement of several objects in two perpendicular directions can be tracked simultaneously. Neither the heights of the tracked objects have to be equal nor their direction of motion be parallel to the image plane. Level of accuracy achieved is sufficient for a wide range of industrial applications. Better accuracy can be achieved by using higher resolution cameras, retro-reflective coded targets and taking more images of the object. Neither multi-camera synchronization nor mutual camera calibration was required. The number of camera views, in the proposed approach, is practically unlimited.
The proposed approach is simpler to implement and has a higher accuracy potential than single camera displacement measurement systems based on a dynamic model that require accurate kinematic and kinetic data of the moving object. The proposed approach can be used to perform on-line measurements which are currently limited to stereo vision systems. It is also well suited for applications requiring displacement monitoring over long periods of time.
The effect of rotation angles, special depth, image scale, and image convergence on the accuracy of results obtained is currently under further investigation.
